
Floor Swirl with adjustable core
Type: FGSW & FGSW-SS 200

The Face Plate is to be manufactured from 1.5mm thick Dull Polished
Stainless Steel sheet punched & press formed from a single section of
material to give a complete jointless edge to the face flanges.
The main body is to be manufactured from 1.5mm Zintec mild steel and
be polyester powder coated matt black. It is to be securely fixed to the
floor using countersunk screws provided.
The Stainless Steel grade shall also be specified i.e. 304 or 316 etc.
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Fix Main Body to the floor
using the screw holes provided

The FGSW type floor mounted supply air grilles are commonly
used in open plan areas such as offices, theatres, libraries and
educational facilities etc.
They have been specifically designed to introduce
comfort conditioned air into the space at floor level very efficiently.

This is done either by horizontal discharge across the floor with the
integral swirl plate at it's highest position taking advantage of the
coanda effect minimizing stratification when the ventilation system
is in heating mode. Or by way of displacement ventilation by
adjusting the swirl plate to a lower position. The variable position
of the swirl plate allows for the airstream to be set between
horizontal and vertical discharge patterns which in turn releases a
thicker but lower velocity air plume directly into the occupied zone
virtually draught free. This is ideal if the the primary function is the
provision of fresh air and (or) cooling then the displacement
function may be better suited.

Stainless Steel 304 or 316 DP1 marine grade with a minimum
thickness of 1.5mm depending on grille dimensions.
Zintec Mild steel 1.5mm thick.

Pressed formed frame & swirl plate blades, welded internal
support bars and main body for additional strength and rigidity.
Alternative materials and thicknesses are available.

Polyester Powder Coated. (for mild steel or Aluminum option)
Mill finish Stainless Steel.
Polished Stainless Steel.
Polished Brass.
Various Ionbond colour treatments for stainless steel face plates.

Volume control & Fire dampers.
Fire rated & standard plenums.

Due to the flexible manufacturing process it is possible to provide
alternative shapes such as square and hexagonal for example.

Our standard construction is of 304 grade Stainless Steel with a
brush or satin finish known as Dull Polish for the face plate.
The main body is manufactured from mild steel painted matt black.

Screw the Face Plate down into the
Main Body untill it is tight on to the floor

30       25    15      1.5     0.10      1.0     0.17

Size   Vol  dB(A)   Pa   Throw   Vel    Throw   Vel
(l/s)                       (m)    (m/s)     (m)    (m/s)

200   35     25      20      1.5     0.13      1.0     0.24

40     29      30      1.5     0.15      1.0     0.33

PERFORMANCE

APPLICATION:

SPECIALS:

STANDARD:

MATERIALS:

CONSTRUCTION:

ALTERNATIVE FINISH:

OPTIONS:

SPECIFICATION:

DIMENSIONS
Size      A    Opening  Overall   Depth   Faceplate

size        Dia                     (Depth)

15

160     166      170        210        75             3.5

200     206      210        253        75             3.5
250     256      260        303        75             3.5

INSTALLATION

FUNCTION

Swirl Plate

Support Bar
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